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Across
2. Difficulties only stimulate the true children of the Most _____
4. Life is but a day's work—do it ____
7. The evolving soul is not made ______ by what it does, but by
what it strives to do
8. ______ achieves strength
10. Blind and unforeseen accidents do not _____ in the cosmos
12. This earthly finality adds to the experiential status only the
consciousness of survival
15. On the _____ mansion world it is the practice to teach the
less advanced students by the parallel technique - basically 2
columns: one mota, one mortal
17. Knowledge is socialized by this greatest thing in the universe
18. The spirit concept cannot be mechanically forced into the
________ memory mold
22. Many truths are not really ____ except in adversity
23. You have not truly acquired any virtue until your ____ make
you worthy of it
26. The lower planes of morontia mota join directly with the
higher levels of _____ philosophy
27. The argumentative defense of any proposition is inversely
proportional to the _____ contained
28. Enjoying privilege without _____ is a mark of a high
civilization
31. Knowledge is possessed only by _______
32. Unreasoned fear is a master intellectual fraud practiced upon
the evolving mortal ____
34. The act is ____; the consequences God's
35. A display of specialized _____ does not signify possession of
spiritual capacity
36. Only a poet can discern poetry in the commonplace _____ of
routine existence
37. Affectation is the ridiculous effort of the attempt of the
______ soul to appear rich
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Give this only when it is asked for
Impatience is a ______ poison
You can't have happiness without intelligent ______
Moderation eventuates in _____
Cleverness is ___ a substitute for true character
Greatness lies not so much in possessing strength, as in
making a ____ and divine use of it
This is like a stone hurled into a hornet's nest
Ambition is dangerous until it is _____ socialized
Celestial beings do not assist the lower being who refuses to
act upon his _____ of truth
The high mission of this is, by its illusions, to foreshadow a
higher universe reality
The majority of impoverished souls are truly ____, but they
refuse to believe it
Few persons live up to the _____ which they really have
Difficulties may challenge mediocrity and defeat the _______,
but they only stimulate the true children of the Most Highs.
Few mortals ever dare to draw anything like the sum of their
personality _______ established by the combined ministries of
nature and grace
These twinklers are best discerned from the lonely isolation of
experiential depths
The acts of _____ are the destiny of tomorrow
Mortals only learn this by experiencing tribulation - think
Solomon
Learning mota is the ____ of the beginners on the first
mansion world
What the twenty-eight statements of human philosophy are
called, with "morontia"
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